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While physical clickers are not required, 
responses from both mobile devices and 
clickers are tied to each student to permit 
flexibility and create an environment that 
works for each individual instructor.
TurningPoint is an easy-to-use assessment solution that allows students to engage in class 
using their own device. A variety of polling options are available to meet the unique needs of 
each and every instructor while providing organizations a single solution to support.
Interactive Polling Made Easy
Response Options
Deliver interactive 
PowerPoint 
presentations using 
seamlessly created 
polling slides.
Poll over top of 
web pages, videos, 
documents or any 
application using a 
floating toolbar.
Deliver assessments, 
evaluations and 
surveys that require 
students to work at 
their own pace.
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Polling
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Polling
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Stand-alone polling 
environment allows 
instructors to create 
interactive questions 
online to deliver to 
mobile devices.
Web 
Polling
 with
TurningPoint’s direct integration with PowerPoint allows for seamless polling 
with presentations. Polling slides are easily inserted into presentations and allow 
customization of question types, graphs and more. As the presentation is running, the 
polling slides work in sync with the rest of the presentation. Open and close polling 
with a click of a button as you watch responses collect. When polling is closed, the 
results appear in charts to visually represent responses.
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Deliver interactive 
PowerPoint presentations.
Start now > Start now > Learn More >
Poll with any application 
using a ﬂoating toolbar.
Poll your students at 
their own pace.
Discover what’s new in TurningPoint
Product Updates
User Guides
Training Webinars
Video Tutorials
You can ﬁnd information about new features and 
enhancements in TurningPoint and the latest best 
practices for getting started by visiting our website.
Apply Learning Theories
Apply Learning Theories with 
TurningPoint
Find out how TurningPoint can support a wide range of 
proven learning theories from active learning and agile 
teaching to peer instruction and the ﬂipped classroom.
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Sample Roster
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Watch Video Watch Video Watch Video
Support Gamification 
and Team-Based 
Learning with scoring 
and leader boards
Bolster Peer Instruction 
by revisiting questions 
and view progress with 
comparative linking
Reinforce Agile Teaching 
methods with conditional 
branching to skip sections 
students already understand
Motivate learners by 
inserting a countdown 
timer to close polling after 
a specified amount of time
Enhance lectures 
by allowing your 
students to rank 
options and instantly 
see the results
Integrate Assessment 
for Learning by knowing 
how your students are 
answering from one 
moment to the next
TurningPoint’s Anywhere Polling option turns all types of learning material 
into interactive experiences. A toolbar floats over top of applications, web 
pages, videos, PDFs and more to instantly collect responses on-the-fly or with a 
question list.  Easily open and close polling and view responses in a chart. 
Drag and move the floating toolbar anywhere on your screen
Create and load question lists in advance, or ask questions on-the-fly
Charts are viewable in a new window and update in real-time
View who has and hasn’t responded with the response grid
Anywhere Polling 
Beneficial in All Environments
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Deliver interactive 
PowerPoint presentations.
Start now > Start now > Learn More >
Poll with any application 
using a ﬂoating toolbar.
Poll your students at 
their own pace.
Discover what’s new in TurningPoint
Product Updates
User Guides
Training Webinars
Video Tutorials
You can ﬁnd information about new features and 
enhancements in TurningPoint and the latest best 
practices for getting started by visiting our website.
Apply Learning Theories
Apply Learning Theories with 
TurningPoint
Find out how TurningPoint can support a wide range of 
proven learning theories from active learning and agile 
teaching to peer instruction and the ﬂipped classroom.
No Connection
Sample Roster
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Watch Video Watch Video Watch Video
The Self-Paced Polling option in TurningPoint allows instructors to administer 
assessments, evaluations and surveys. Students can proceed at their own pace 
and can revisit questions as needed. Identify the effectiveness of assessments by 
comparing pre- and post-tests or analyzing surveys. Answers are instantly collected 
and graded with the ability to export in customizable formats. 
A variety of question types allow for rich data collection
Ask up to 250 questions to understand students’ knowledge
Deliver up to 20 different test versions
Set a specific amount of time or an exact time for assessment completion
Self-Paced Polling 
Flexible 
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Deliver interactive 
PowerPoint presentations.
Start now > Start now > Learn More >
Poll with any application 
using a ﬂoating toolbar.
Poll your students at 
their own pace.
Discover what’s new in TurningPoint
Product Updates
User Guides
Training Webinars
Video Tutorials
You can ﬁnd information about new features and 
enhancements in TurningPoint and the latest best 
practices for getting started by visiting our website.
Apply Learning Theories
Apply Learning Theories with 
TurningPoint
Find out how TurningPoint can support a wide range of 
proven learning theories from active learning and agile 
teaching to peer instruction and the ﬂipped classroom.
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Web Polling is a stand-alone app designed to create and deliver interactive 
questions online through a computer, tablet or even a smartphone. Without 
the need of a desktop app, Web Polling is a simple and easy-to-use option ideal 
for users looking to engage all learners and deliver formative assessments. Ask 
questions on-the-fly to prompt discussion or include questions at any time during 
lectures to check comprehension. Questions and results appear on students’ 
mobile devices to remove any learning curve. 
Reserve a session to utilize for a day, semester or as along as needed
Create and ask multiple choice questions
Deliver questions to your students’ mobile devices
View graphs that instantly appear to assess understanding 
Content and data is exclusive to other TurningPoint polling environments
Web Polling
Simple and Delightful 
